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Recently, developmental psychologists have become more aware of
the importance of knowledge in the phenomena they have obserVed. Al-
though traditional Piagetians often discussed knowledge, they tended to
refer more to abstract abilities and logical structures_ When a child ac-
quired conservation, a concept was acqfiired which, while it,could certain-
ly be called knowledge, was knowledge on a plane above, and separate
from, the plane of everyday factual knowledge. Just a decade ago, in the
1971 symposium 'on memory development, only two of the six papers
made reference to-knowledge. In Corsairs [1971, p. 231] paper, the word
.knowledge was not explicitly used; however, he did say, 'In a very real
sense, what is coded . is determined by the existing cognitive store at any
given point in tiine% In his conclusion, though, he did not place a great em-
phasis on the developMent of a general information base' [p. 234], listing
it only as one. of five possible sources of deyelopment. Flavell [1971, p.
273], in his discussion, did say directly., 'It has long been clear that what we
know... determines what and how we perceive, or speak, or imagine, or-
problem solve, or predict: it is now becoming equally. clear that all that
knowledge shape(s) what and how/we learn and remember'. At the
conclusion of his paper, however, he reforredto knowledge in the more
narrow context of knowledge abourstorage and retrieval operations, or
metaknowlcdgc.

The fact that knowledge acquisition has not been popular as the major
source of development stems from a variety of observations that seem to
indicate a limitation that cannot be overcome simply by imbuing the child,
with more knowledge. However, more careful recent,work has shown the
importance of the knowledge a child already possesses to the ability to
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learn what is being taught. Just as it is not wise to take a course in school
without the prerequisites, it is equally unwise to try to teach children
knowledge for which they are unprepared. Recent advances made by de-
velopmental researchers in pinpointing exactly what knowledge a child is
bringing to:a .task, and by researchers in cognitive science in modeling hu-
man memory and learning, necessitate that develbpmentalists take anoth-
er look at exactly how much of development is really due to learning rath:
er than to some kind of change in innate physical or mental structures.

Therefore, in this chapter we will present a theoretical framework in
which cognitive development can he analyzed as a process of learning. By
learnine, we mean both the acquisition and structuring of knowledge. Al-
though it is quite likely that physical maturation sets some sort of upper
limit on the prospects for learning, it seems that major developmetitzd
phenomena can largely he explained in terms of learning, especially as it
relates to the structuring and restructuring of knowledge. We propose
that. while learning begins with the acquisition Of declarative facts, it is
knowledge structures which are the internal embodiment of competence.
If one possesses the concept of conservation, it is because.there is a knowl-
edge structure which represents it. If one is to make sense of incoming
facts, they must Oe interpreted by. and stored in, existing knowledge struc-
tures. When one attains some new level of competence. it is because a new
knoWledge structure has been formed, perhaps by combining old ones,
perhaps by creating an analog of an old one, perhaps some other way.

In the first part of this chapter we. briefly summarize three well-known
characteristics of development which any theory must take into account.
In the second section, we discuss several kinds of explanations that have
often been postulated for developmental phenomena. The third section of
this paper introduces theoretical memory structures and some explicit
learning mechanisms which have been postulated to operate in two genet--
al theories of learning and memory. In the fourth section we speculate on
how a learning theory embodying these structures and mechanisms might
explain the phenomena introduced in the first section and we also discuss
some related issues.

Observed Developmental Changes

We will describe some general findings from research in both the
Piagetian tradition and also in the quantitative experimental tradition..

4
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These arc major phenomena that are well documented and generally ac-
cepted by developmentalists. All theories of development should start by
attempting to'explain one or more of these phenomena, and if a learning

,z?theory is to he successful, it must explain-them as well.

Stages

Piaget and many others 1963) have observed a general and in-
variant sequence in doMopment. At the highest level are the periods
which represent major changes in the (NW's ability to represent and inter-
act with the world. Piaget called them sensory-motor, preoperational, con-
crete operational and formal operational. Within the overall periods,
Piaget detected a series of stages. There are six during the sensory-motor
period; however, we will he concerned with' the three which span the
preoperational and concrete operational periods. It is during these .two pe-
riods that Piage. t noted the acquisition of the ability to utilize such concepts
as classification, ordinal relations and consegvation. Within a given.con-

. cept, he studied a series of related tasks such as conservation of number,
- conservation of subStance and conservation of liquid quantity.

He described the child's performance on each task as passing through
three stages. During the first two stages the child tends to center on only
one dimension, and only at the third stage is the ability to decenter and
consider all relevant dimensions acquired: For example, in conservation of
liquid, stage I children (age 4 or 5) typically base judged-lents of the. liquid
in two containers upon the height of the liquid in each container. Stage II
children (age 5 or 6) often notice the discrepancy in the alternate dimen-
sion, but cannot consolidate the infdrmatien provided in both dimensions
and tend to vacillate between the two in their explanations. These two
stages are said to he preoperational, while stage'!!! (age 6 or 7),.the suc-
cessful attainment of the conservation, is said to be concrete operational.
There is a systematic progressio5-like this within each type of conserva-
tion. When children can successfully solve all su9h_problems, they are not-
ed.to have acquired the principle of conservation.

The original data on Piagetian tasks are quite qualitative in nature.
Children are described as either successful or unsuccessful at solving a par-
ticular task.Subsequent studies, using rigorous experimental manipula-
tions, have changed and refined Piaget's original notions; however, the
basic finding of invariant seqUenCes has remained. For example, Siegler
119814 demonstrated a sequence of increasingly more accurate understand-
ings of thd'balance scale and Siegler and Robinson 119811 did the same for
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conservation of number. Scardainalia [1977[ has shown that children of a
given age cannot do combinatorial problems with N dimensions, whereas
they may be able to do them with (N-I) dimensions. Similar ideas were in-
troduced by Ha lfofd and Macdonald [19771, who showed that young child-
ren (age 3) cannoi reproduce 'a checkerboard pattern that requires a code
length of 2, but can reproduce one that only has 'a code length of 1, while
the complexity of the patterns which children can reprodUce increases with
age.

Decalage
A child may be in different stages on tasks that seemingly require the

same underlying patterns of thought. For example, although children as
young as 6 may be able to perform -conservation of liquid tasks, they will
fail on conservation of weight tasks until age 9. Piaget recognized this phe-
nomenon and referred to it as horizontal decalage2but because he be-
lieved that each. stage is characterized by basic underlying structures of
thought which are general and not task specific, it still poses a major obsta-
cle to his theory. The very existence of decalage makes it clear that there
must be some changes in the child that allow the later forms of each con-
cept to be acquired.

A phenomenon analagous to decalage also appears, in non-Piagetian
contexts, among adults: Newell and Simon [19721-noted, for example, that
two problems which are isvmorphs (tic-tac-toe and number scrabble) can
vary considerably in difficulty. In this case, the isomorphism depends upon
converting the tic-tac-toe board into a magic squ'are with all -direction ad-
ding up to 15, Likewise, adults who have successfully learned how to siolvt!

the Tower of Hanoi problem will generally not be able to apply the 'princi-
ple" underlying it to.anetheryroblem isomorph, such as the Tea Ceremony
[Haves and Simon, 1?771. Sithilar examples-occur in conditional reasoning
in adults. College students are much better at solving equivalent condi,
tional reasoning problems when they are couched in a familiar real-world
context [Johnson-Laird and Wason, 19701. Such findings suggest that de-

calage is not a unique characteristic of the developing child and therefore
that a learning mechanism, underlies it..

Memory Deficits
During the last two decades, developmental psychologists, following

in the footsteps of experimental psychologists, have discovered children's
deficiencies in memory abilities, particularly those pertaining to .short-
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term memory. For example. children of age.5 can usually recall only 4 dig-
its in a digit-span task. and children of age 7 can recall about 5 digits. and
so on [Chi, 19761. Related to the quantitative limit in the amount of recall
is a qualitative difference in the manner with which children go about
memorizing items. It is typically found that children are not as apt as
adults at adopting strategies to facilitate encoding and retrieval [Kadaml
Hagen. 19771. Even when children do use a particular strategy, their pat-
tern of rule usage is qualitatively different from that of adults. For exam-
pie; instead of rehearsing items ,in a.cumulative fashion. they do so one by
one [Ornstein and Naos, 19781.

Explanations'for'.
Developmental Phenomena

In this section, four types of explanations for the general developmen-
tal findings we presented in the first section will he discussed. In doing so.
we will present examples of theories which embody these explanations.;
Since most of these theories have -multiple components, they will Tit under
more than one of the general categories we have chosen. It should he re-
membered. therefore, that our puirpose is to highlight important notions

;""1)...
underlying developmental theory, not to categorize the contributions of
individual authors. Also, the categories themselves arc not in any way
mutually exclusive; they tend to overlap in many ways, and overlap with
learning theory, as well. We make our own extrapolations (when .possible)
in instances where the authors have not explicitly tried to explain a partic-
ular type of finding.

Capacity Increase Due ft) Growth
The most straightforward explanation for development is that child-

ren have to reach a certain state of physical and mental maturity before
they can perform.a certain task. Such theories derive in general from mo-
tor deviopment theories, such as that of Gesell [1928J, who docUmented
an infant's motor capabilities with increasing age. He observed that train-
ing an infant twin on a particular motor task such as stair clinihing;will-not
result in any better performance than that of the untrained twin after a giv-
en amount of growth time. such as 9 weeks [Gesell and Thompson, 19291.

Although young children's central nervous systems do develop in the years
after birth and theories based on 'readiness from growth' are still popular
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in motor learning research [Robertson, I9781, the current trend is to move
away from that notion as an explanation for intellectual development
[Gallagher and Thomas,19801. Physical growth may very well set an upper
limit on developmental possibilities, but it is, as Piagethimself noted, the
child's interaction with the environment that is of crucial importance.

However, a number of theorists have proposed that a very specific,
and measurable increase does take place in the capacity of short-term or
working memory. The forerunner of this type of theory is Pascual-Leone
[1974 and subsequent endorsers are Case [19721Scardamalia [19771 and
Halford and Wilson 119801, although Piaget [19281 himself also recognized
such limitations. The basic notion underlying this type of theory is that
performance in more complex tasks requires more items to be held in
short-term memory. However, the maximum size of short-term memory is
quite small, no more than seven items [Miller, 19561, and it is difficult to
sec how capacity increase alone could account for more than very simple

,developmental changes. ThUs, this idea is usually coupled with the notion
that the increased capacity allows the utilization of more complex' skills,
and capacity increase then becomes.inseparable from increases in proce-
dural knowledge, i.e. learning. If the skills required for a task are repre.
sented Itrules, for instance, the rules for more complex tasks may require
more items of information in order to execute and, perhaps, more capacity
for storing intermediate results. Evidence in support of such interpreta-
tions is proVided by Scardiunalia [19771 and Halford and Macdonald
[19771, among others. However, it is quite possible for the rules them-
selves to be improved in ways which allow the same short-term capacity to
he utilized more efficiently, and it is difficult, if not impossible, to separate
these kinds of changes from actual changes in capacity. `We will describe in
more detail how these changes can take place in our discussion of models
of memory structures and learning processes: however, an example.may
make this idea clearer.

Baylor 'and Gascon [197=11 have identified at least three basic strate-
gies representing the three stages of development in weight seriation, as

shown in table I (column 1). Stage I children have a rule or rules which al-
low them to compare two blocks at a time. They cannot go beyond pairs,
however, and so cannot seriate the blocks at all. Stage II children essen-
tially seriate in subseries. That is, in addition to being able to compare two
blocks, they have ruleswhich can deal with group5l'Of 3 or 4 "blocks. Stage
III children finally have rules that can deal with any number of blocks, The
necessary goal is to find the heaviest remaining one. Sinl:e the analysis is in

6
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Table 1. Baylor and Gascon's [1974) production system analysis of weight se riation

Stage characteristics Mean number of items in

conditions, actions

Stage 1: juxtaposition of couples 1.0 1.6

Stage 2: juxtaposition of subseries 1.7 s 1.8

Stage 3: find heaviest 1.6 1.5

the form of production rules which have several components in the condi-
tion and action side of each rule, we have calculated the mean number of
components of each. As can he seen from table I (cOlumns 2 and 3), no ob-
vious differences can he found. Hence, at least in this analysis, the role ot1
the capacity of working memory does not seem to apply at the level of the
size of individual rules.

Decalage provides further evidence that the invariant sequences char-
acteristic of stages are not well explained by capacity increase alone. Stage
I children can consider only one dimension; stage II children are aware of
both put still use only one or}he other in their explanations. Thus, it might
be, that at stage they have gained the extra capacity needtl to keep
both dimensions in mind at one time. However, children can bait stage
or II on One task and stage III on another at the same time. For instance;
conservation of liquid is attained at age 6 or 7, conservation of weight at 9
or and conservation of volume at 1.1 or 12. Although it is quite possible
to assume that differences in the actual memory demands of such tasks arc
responsible for decalage, it is difficult to see how the observed ihcreases in
short term memory ability alone could account for these differences. Also,
it is liossibleto manipulate performance abilities on these kinds of tasks.
GelMan [1969] has shown that children younger than the expected age can
perform conservation tasks if the appropriate cues are pointed out to
them. These kinds of results [see Gelman, 1978, for others] contradict the
strict notions of stages and indicate the importance of knowledge in Plage-
tian tasks.

The concept of increasing short-term capacity originally came, of
course, from memory research and it is easier to see how capacity changes
can account for memory improvements. Basically, short-term recall is seen
as a direct output of the contentsof working memory [McLaughlin, 1963].
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There may, be some capacity occupied by control processes but, clearly,
the larger the size of short-term memory, the greater is the ability of recall.
There are problems, with even this seemingly simple interpretation, how-
ever. For example, the apparent short-term memory capacity of both
children and adults can he manipulated by altering the nature of the stimu-
lus materials. C./h 119781 has shown. that children are able to recall a great-
er number of items than adults when the material to be recalled is familiar
to them: Similarly, adults can exhibit inferior recall when fhe material is
not familiar to them. Thus, knowledge can interact very strongly with
short-term memory abilities as %'vell.

Thus although the capacity of short-term memory might increase, it
is not possible to explain developmental differences.without postulatiiig
additional changes. SpeCifically, these changes are changes in knowledge,
both procedural skill knowledge and general factual ynowledge. Whether
or not there is a capacity change, the size of. short -term memory is always
severely liMited, and one has to learn strategies to deal ever more- dice-

,
tively with this limitation.

Representational Chankes
Another explanation often presented for developmental differences is

changes' in\representatior, changes in the way the external environment is
represented in memory. The most dramatic changes are postulated in the

on'ode of representation, while more continuous and gradual changes aie
postulated in the availability of tnemo6' structures..In any event, there are
twii basic ways these changes can take place: maturatiOn or learning.

Changes in the Mode of Representation. Popular conceptions of this
idea are those of Piage,t [1971] and Bruner et al. [19661. The most obvious
representational changes are those from an enactive (or sensory-motor)
mode, occurring predominantly in infancy, to imaginal, occurring predom-
inantly in the preoperational stage, to symbolic (or linguistic), occurring
1?etwech the ages of 6 and 8. There is abundant evidence to suggest that
these representations are present at these ages [Mandler, 19811. Our inter-

. est here, however, centers on how the changes in representational mode
can explain developmental findings of' stage-like, transition in problem
solving, decalage and quantitative improvements in memory performance.
We will focus, A an example, on the shift from'imaginal,to symbolic re'pre-
sentation. Since the nature of imaginal representation issinited to be rel-
atively static, a child at the imaginal stage cannot represent transfornia-
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tion, which is required in order to solve problems such as conservation.
However, the existence of decalage indicates that, while a symbolic repre-
sentation might he riecessary, it is not sufficient.to exprrin success on con-
servation and other tasks because sonic of them are not attained until long
after this representation is well established.

How do changes from imaginal to linguistic mode account for quanti-
tative differences in memory performance? There are several interprets=
Lions. First, the availability of the linguistic representation.probably means
that there are more opportunities for the modality of the stimulus material
to be compatible.with the mode of representation of the stored informa-
tion, thus bypassing the need to continually transform the input to. a mode
that would he consistent with stored information. Second, the availability
of another mode of representation also permits multiple encoding, thus
enhancing memory due to the duplicity of storage [Ube'', in press; Paito,
19711. Finally, perhaps the most important reason is that having linguistic
representation enhances memory pe*rformance because it facilitates the
use of various verbal strategies, such as rehearsal, labelling, and so on.-

The mechanismthat permits the representational changes to take
place often is not stated' explicitly. However, Fischer [19801 has postulated
that it is the cumulative effects of small changes in memory structures.
When structures reach a certain level of .complexity there is a dramakic
change in the kinds of information which they can interpret and represent.
For instance, when sensory -motor structures become complex enough,
they can represent the relationships b'etween niotor acts and their ob-
served consequences in one structure and, thus, becometimaginal. Kosslyn
119781 also postUlates that a large number of local changes in memory
structures due to interaction with the environment cause such a change.
lie suggests that associatiOn, comparisons, and other mental Operations
initially rely on imagery. However, after frequent associations and/or com-
parisons, they can be stored directly, So, for example, if a child is fre-
citiently asked whether a lion or a dog is bigger, then eventually the child
can answer by simply storing the proposition, 'a lion is bigger than a dog',
without doing an imaginal comparison. Thus, the child's knowledge base is
changed through learning. According to both Fisher's [19801 and Koss-
lyn's 119781 notions, changes in mode of representation come about 'from
the accumulation of specific, localized changes in memory due to frequent
exposures tti environmental demand, suggesting that such,changes in rep-
resentational preference are not unique to children but shodld be demon-
strable in adults learning a new domain. Thus, we would interpret changes

11
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in representation not as an explanation for development, but rather as the
outcome of more fundamental processes of learning and interaction with
the environment. r.

. Another reason for the inadequacy of changes in mode as an explana-
tion for development is simply that the level of detail is far too coarse. The
changes are mayor ones which occur at iiffreyent intervals: Such major
changes are suitable for explaining' the major periods of development:
however, many of ttie developmental improvements take place within \khe
framework of one representational mode. For instance, quantitative dif-
ferences in memory performance continue to occur after linguistic repre-
sentation becomesqlominant. In addition, the premise of the theories of
Piaget p 9711 and Bruner et al. 119661, that an imaginal representation is
primarily static. may he wrog. Data from Marnor [19751, Childs and Po;
lick )1979(, and Nail et al. 119801 show that children as young as 5 are capa-
ble of performing mental rotation tasks of the Cooper and Shepard 119731
Variety. Finally, if there is a shift in the preferred representational mode, it
must occur gradually, since linguistic representation is available for child-
ren as soon as they are able to use language. Thus, the shift probably re-
flects a gradual change in du: reliance on.one sort of representation over
another 1Kosslyn. 19781. suggesting that the shift is.an outcome of sonic:
more fundamental processes, rather than a cause for different levels of
competence. For other arguments concerning the difficulties in explaining
development by a change in mode see Care y. in press and Manlier )in

press1.

Availability of New Structures. A number of theorists have proposed a
gradual. increase in the complexity and sophistication ot' memory struc-
tures. permitting a more sophisticated sort of representation that is needed
for the more complex tasks Fischer, 1980: Wilson, 1980;

Mager: 19721. Change of structures has Nis() been called .ndamental re-
organization of conceptual framework'l Kell, 1981, p. 2001 or changes in
the 'representational format' [('arey, impress). Format level changes,imply
that children cannot learn a concept or solva problem intil they can rep-
resent it, which must await the availability of the new higher-level struc-
tures.

Most ot these theories were postulated to explain stages and deealage.
That is, the level of the knowledge structure corresponds to the level of
competence. Fischer's 119801 ideas pro% ide a good example. Ile refers to
the basic units of structure as sets, a con ept borrowed from mlitheinaties.
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Each set controls a certain behavior or skill such as. in a very young child,
grasping. More sophisticated behaviors can be built up by conibining sets
into larger sets. In order to acquire a conservation, such as conservation of
substance, a skill set must be built up out of existing structures in succes-
sive stages. Each such set is specific to the kind of task/and each new con-
servation must have its own set. Thus, to 'acquire conservation of weight
requires, that the child not only realize that substance is still conserved
when the clay is deformed. but also attend to its weight. The ability to at-
tend to tI c weights of objects:can itself be a skill set, which the child may
or may not already possess. but in order to solve the more advanced con-
servation task successfully'. the child must use both sets together. The way
to do this is to intercoordinate them. 10 combine them into one larger,
higher-level set which now embodies the skill of conservation of weight.

Although most theorists of structural changes do not address* the find-.
ings of systematic improvements in memory performance, many of them
would probably propose that the limit within each level would he the
source of the deficits. Case 119721, for example. has conthicted many mem-
ory tasks which produce performance data much like those obtained, in se-
rial recall. In one task, for example,'children are shown a series of N as-
cending.mnerals (such as 5, 8, I I), one at a time. They are supposed to
memorize this sequence. Then, a target numeral (such as 7) is presented.
and the child is asked to insert the target in its proper place in the se-
quence. Since the digits are not random a memory structure which'can

`represent ascending numbers easily can improve performance. especially
as it develops room for longer sequences. Indeed, with increasing age,
children are able to perform this task successfully for longer sequences, in-
dicating that structural development may take place. Thus, as Pascual-
Leone [19701 postulated, the level of logical structures available to the
child can' set limits on the apparCnt magnitude of the working memory.

Many ideas of structurlal change 'are reasonable. There are two inter-
related problems, howeveri: (I) the vagueness with which the processes of
change are described; and If(2) the lack of an independently derived criter-
ion of what constitutes a Nigher -level of skill, other than children's actual
competence. Perhaps the notion of new and higher-level structures can be
better understood when the mechanisms that induce the emergence of
these levels are more clearly elucidated. Although Fischer (198(11 describes
several transition mechanisms, he describes both the structus and the
transitions rather abstractly St it is difficult to connect them to experi-
mental findings. For instance, he allows set's to he joined in two different
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ways, one producing a higher-level skill and the other producing a skill at
the same level. It is not clear how one determines whether a newly joined
set is a higher level of skill or on the same level. Ravel! [1972] and Piaget
have also provided possible transition mechanisms. In general, because all
of these transition mechanisms are not stated in explicit detail, it is not
possible to determine whether they are unique to development or identiciil,
to learning mechanisms.

Accessibility
,Another apprOach to explaining development is to assume that the,

underlying knowledge structures do not change. What changes is the
child's ability to access the 'relevant' knowledge structure. Rozin [1976],
for example, assumes that cognitive development is the increasing ability
to access or apply a skill to a wider domain of tasks and situations. Accessi-
bility actually was popularized early in the sixties when Flavell [1970] dis-
Cussed the notion of 'mediation deficiency'. He postulated that children
often realize that they need to use a specific skill (or strategy), but simply
are not able to apply it to a specific task or domain. More recently, Brown
and Campione [19811 have stressed the notion of limited accessibility in
the sense that children, even when they are experts in a particular domain,
can still only access this competence in that domain and not a novel one.

The notion of limited access makes a descriptive explanation of decal:
age quite straightforward: The child has a rule or principle, such as conser-
vation, but must learn to access it for each individual domain, such as liq-
uid quantity. The same explanation can be given for children's inability to
generalize strategies learned in memory tasks, and for the exceptional, but
doniain-specific, memory performance of expert children [Chi, 1978].
However, simply labelling a phenomenon does not really explain it. The
concept of access simply raises further difficult questions. Is accessing
knowledge structures a cognitive ability which is sepifrate from these struc-
tures? If so, we need to know what form, this ability takes and how it
changes. For instance, why does the ability to access conservation take a
particular sequence? An alternative explanation, which eliminates the
need for a separate cognitive function, is that the Observed phenomena are
a consequence of the knowledge structures themselves. The following ex
ample illustrates the point.

Lawler [1981], while observing his daughter'g development, docu-
mented a phenomenonewhich can easily be called lack of access, although'
he did not explicitly use that term. His daughter learned to do mental cal-
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culation involving.money. At the same time, she also learned to do mental
arithmetic involving pure numbers by breaking them into multiples of ten
and counting up the remainders. She did not, however, connect the two
techniques. For example, when asked to add 75 and 26, she said 'seventy,
ninety, ninety-six, ninety-seven, ...'. 4and continued counting to one-
huridred-one. Wherithe question was posed in terms of Money, however,
she said 'That's three quarters, four, and a penny, a dollar one' [p. -t].
Lawler 1.19811 refers to these separate skills as microworlds. In both cases,
she completed the sums by counting the leftover units. Thus, she had two
distinct microworlds, with different conditions for their activation to ac-
complish what' might seem to be the same logical task, and which appar-
ently accessed the same counting skill to complete their actions. Only later
did Lawler[1981] observe moments of insight when his daughter first no-
ticed that she could combine her tesis microworld with her money micro-
world.

Here we see skills that might seem to an adult to be part of the same
skill, but which are actually separate. Access to the money microworld is
limited to-situations where money is explicitly mentioned. However, there
is no needeo postulate that there is some general access mechanism which
causes this phenomenon. Rather it is the structure of the microworlds
theMselves and wider access is gained by a structural change, combining
the two microworlds in some way. Thus, although lack of access is certain-
ly a real phenomenon, it can he seen, to be only a description of the 'effects
of changing knoWledge structures. Later, we will discuss several mecha-
nisms by which knowledge structures might change through learning. One
of them, generalization, has particular relevance to accessibility because it
widens the range of application of rules. He're again, however, wider ac-
cess is the result of a change in knowledge structure.

Knowledge Differences,
A factor which must surely he considered in development is the sim-

ple accumulation of knowledge; older children clearly know, more than.-
younger ones [Chi, 1976] aid, just as clearly, they obtain this knowledge
through learning. Some have tried to make a distinction between theories
of knowledge acquisition. and theories involving structural change, label-
ing the former quantitative and the latter qualitative. Thus, whether the
representation is a. network organized into schemas [Chi, in press, a; Chi.
and Koeske,1.983], events [Nelson, 1918], scripts [Handler, in press; Nel-
son, et al. this volume], production rules [Newell, 1973] or some other
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form, if new knowledge is simply added to the existing structure, the result
is only a quantitative change. However; this view is probably too naive.
For instance, in a rule-based representation, new knowledge means new
rules and, even though they are in the same representation, they can clear-
ly produce a qualitative change in the overall system [Young, 1978]. In-
deed, simply adding to any structure can make it ,nore powerful and pro-,
duce,an apparent qualitative change. Thus, while the qualitative-quantita-
tive distinction is useful for our purpose of highlighting developmental ex-
planations, it should not be taken too literally. There are two subcatego-
ries of knowledge difference theories to be discussed below.

Rule Adoption and Strategy Usage. One type of knowledge in which
differences are found is procedural knowledge, knowledge of how to do
things, which can be represented as rules. The changes in children's per-
formance at different ages are explained in terms of different rules that
they use at different stages. Some of the most explicit and detailed descrip-
tions of rule use were presented by Baylor andipascon [1974] on weight
seriation, Klahr and,Wallace [1972] on class inclusion and Young [1978] on
length seriation. Essentially, each of these theories is a simulation (wheth-
er implemented on the

of
or not) of the task performance, using

different rules.(or sets of processes) for a different level of cognitive attain-
ment. What the simulation accomplishes is to describe the rules used by
children at each stage of competence and to verify that they will indeed
produce the observed behavior. We have already described Baylor and

-Gascon's [1974] analysis of the rules in table I. A similar line of reasoning
is the rule assessment method of Siegler [1976, 1981]. Using this technique,
Siegler was able to assess the precise rules children were using by the par-
ticular pattern of correct and erroneous responses they gave in a,particular
task, such as the baliince scale [Siegler, 1981] and conservation of number
[Siegler and Robinson, 1981].

Usage of a particular strategy or set of rules is also a common and
prevalent explanation for memory improvements with age. A strategy
here is usually defined as a set of processes, like rehearsal, that has been

shown in the adult literature to be beneficial to remembering. And devel-
opment has been shown to exhibit progressive improvement in the use of
such strategies. There is an abundance of evidence and review articles on
the topic [Kail and Hagen, 1977; Ornstein, 1978]. The difference between
the notions here and those used in the Piagetian research is that, in the
former case, we are talking about the adoption and elaboration of a partic-
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ular set of rules (such as rehearsal) with increasing age, whereas in the lat-
ter easo, we arc talking about :the'adoption and use of new and more so-
phisticated rules at each stage'of development.

Methods of assessing rule usage arc very important in developmenta!
research. At the very least, this approach allows the researcher to ade-
quately describe in great detail the types of rules or strategies a child at a
particular level is using. The intention of the rule usage approach has been
to identify. which components of the rules change. The implicit assumption
is that once the rules of different levels are described, one can compare
them to see where the differences lie and thereby understand how one rule
can be transformed into another. However, transition mechanisms and
transformation rules have simply not been forthcoming from thiline of
research. For example, it is not clear how Baylor and Gascon's.119741
weight sedation rules can be transformed froM stage to stage, what kind of
learning rules are needed, and so on. On the other hand, Siegler's [1981]
balance scale rules do build upon each other as do Siegler and Robinson's
[1981] number conservation rules. Thus, it may be that, at times, fairly di-
rect learning processes act to produce modified versions of existing rules,
while at other times, entirely new rules are created through the mediation
of other changes in knowledge structures.

General. World Knowledge. The other subcategory of knowledge
which changes during development is factual, declarative knowledge o(
the world; clearly, children's world knowledge is less. elaborated than
adults'. Consequently, this gap must somehow affect children's, perfor-
mance in a variety of tasks. This kind of reasoning has been applied to
both experimental memory tasks and Piagetian results.

Many theories have recognized the importance of world knowledge in
a general way [Brown, 1975; Olson, 1973]. Some are more explicit and ex-
plain the consequences of the lack of general world knowledge in terms of
chunk sizes [Chi, 1976; Dempster, 1978; Simon, 1972] and possibly slower
access [Chi," 1976]. However, it was not until knowledge was explicitly ma-
nipulated that the factor of general knowledge came into prominence in
developmental research [Chi, 1978; Lindberg, 1980]. Because it is difficult
to define what exactly constitutes general world knowledge, experimental
investigations have focused on knowledge in specific domains. Depending
on how much initial knoWledge the child is equipped with, researchers are
able to reverse developmental trends, and/or eliminate robust develop-
mental incapacities [Chi, in press, b; Gelman, 1978]. The importance of
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this knowledge component is becoming more and- more convincing as
greater numbers of isoinorphs are appearing between the performance of
a child compared to the adult versus the performance of the adult novice
compared to the adult expert.[Brgivn, 1982; Chi, in press. a].

The effect of inadequate declarative knowledge on Piagetian tasks has
also been suggested by Siegler [1976], and more recently by Carey [in
press]. who used the same logic to postulate explanations for a variety of
tasks. such as class inclusion and hypothesis testing and generation. Clear-
IV. the child must possess some factual knowledge about the components
of a task before mastering it. There is .undoubtedly some effect of factual
knowledge involved in decalage as well. For instance, a child who does not
know what volume is will undoubtedly have great troublesinastering its
conservation.

. Alemory Structures and Learning illechanisms

In this section we will describe some theoretical memory structures.'
specifically, node-link networks, production rules and schemas. These
structures have been used in a number of different theories and explana-
tions. but we will he concerned with two which have been implemented. at
least partially, on computers: ACT by Anderson [1976] and ASN (active
structural network) by Norman and Rumelhart [1975]. We are interested
in these two because they contain explicit learning processes to acquire.
structure and restructure knowledge and because these proCesses have, at
least to some extent, been tested and shown to, be successful.

Memory Structures
Neni.orks.- Networks of nodes and links (often called propositiOnal

networks) have been very popular..because they capture the associative
nature of memory very effectively [ffnderson, 1976: Anderson and Bower,
1973; Collins and Loftus, 1975; Collins and Quillian, 1969: Norman and
Rumelhart, 1975; Riunelhart et al. 1972; ()Milian, 1960]. Each node stands
for a particular concept and the links stand for the associations or relations
between nodes. Learning is the insertion of new nodes into their proper
Places and the aCqu'isition of new links between existing nodes. In some
models, the links can have strengths which represent the strength of asso-
ciation between concepts. In this case, learning can also he the strengthen-
ing of links. Alternatively, increasing strength of association might be rep-
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resented by establishing multiple links between nodes [Chi wu Koeske,
1901. Networks are very natural representations for factual. declarative

.knowledgetit they can also he used to represent procedural knowledge.
as we will explain in more detail shortly.

Production Rules. Production rules [Ma and Wallace, 1972: Neye II,
1973; Nett;ell and Simon, 19721 can be thought of as generalized stimulus-
response pairs [Anderson, 19761. Each one consists of a condition side and
an action sid6, and they are often informally represented as if =then pairs.
If the condition side matches the conter.ts of short-term memory then the
action is taken. The condition side can contain constants. which ;must
match specifie items, or variables, which can match .general claSses of
items, The actions are generally modifications to memory. This latch-ac-
tion structure makes production rules ideal for representing rocedural
knowledge. Items can be rehearsed in short-term memory, oved from
long-term to short, -term memory or moved from short-ternao long-term,
i.e. memorized. Also goals and subgo4s can be set. Since/production sys-
tems are usually used for modelling cognitive activities the, processes of
getting stimuli into short-term memory and controllingiovert physical ac -.

tions are usually' ignored. In principle, however, theie is no reason why
they could not be modelled as well [Klahr and Wallace, 19721. ,

Production systems have several characterOcs which make them
quite useful for modelling human behavior and learning. First, they expli-
citly take the contents of short-term memory/into .account. This means
they can handle attentionat processes quite turally. Also, because, it is
the contents of this memory that are generally 'seen' by such'techniques as
protocol *nalysis [Erksson and Simon, /19801, comparing models with
experimental data may be facillitated.

Second, they can heh'ave very flexibly. This occurs mainly because the
order of application of the rules depends upon the contents of short-term
memory: one rule does not explicitly call another ruleFit is only through
changing the contents of this memory and setting goalsthat rules affect the
flow of control. This style of control means that a production cystem can
be easily interruptable. For instance, if an important piece of data enters
short-term memory from the environment while some behavior is ongo-
ing, an entirely unrelated production can match, initiating behavior ap-
propriate to the new situation. This rapid, direct :espouse to incoming
stimuli is often referred to as stimulus-driven or bottom-up processing.
Similarly, a series of productions with similar but not identical conditions
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can exist so that subtle differences in situations, which result in small dif-

ferences in short-term memory. can cause variations in behavior. Thus, a
production system can respond very quickly to important changes in a si-
tuation and very flexibly to small differences in familiar situations.

Third, production systems. although they are, flexible and interrupt-
ible due to inconiing data, can maintain a focus of attention and ignore ir-
relevant stimuli once'a particular behavior is initiated. This is because. in
most syStems, in least one element of each condition is a goal and groups
of productions which are related have the same goal: Goals and subgoals,
as well as other elements, placed in short-term memory by the actions of
productions strongly constrain which conditions can match. °This style of
processing is referred to as concept-driven or top-down. Just as it is neces-
sary to respond to imPortant stimuli, it is necessary to ignore unimportant
inputs and maintain a focus of attention. There is abundant evidence that
human behavior results from a combination of bottom-up and top-dbwn
processing, and it is very important for any model to be able to capture
both at the same time.

The fourth useful characteristic of production systems is that it is rela-,
tively easy to add new rules to a system without radically altering its'be-
havior. One reason for this characteristic is that each rule mustcontain a
relatively small piece of knowledge. The condition side can never exceed

_the capacity of short-term memory, and the action side, since it usually op-
erates on this memory as well, is constrained to be of similar size. Another
reason is that rules never call each other directly, so there is no need to
change other rules to call the new one or decide which rules the new one
should call. Also, in many production systems. the matching process is
conceived to be a parallel one in which all condition sides arc tested at
once, so there is no need to place a new rulin a particular location rela-
tive to the other rules. If it matches, it will be fOund wherever it is. The ob-
vious importance of the ability to add new rules\easily is that learning can
be modelled in this way. Each new rule is a small incremental change and
it is the accumulation of a lot of, new rules over time that causes significant
changes in the behavior of the system. In fact, new rules can be added
through the action of other rules in the system [Waterman, 1975] so that
production systems can actually learn.

Schemas. Basically, a schema is an organized unit or structure of
Memory that contains somebody of related knowledge.' Quite some time

ago Bartlett [1932] used the schema concept to explain fecall for stories.
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thmever, most of the work on schemas and related struct tires, such as
scripts iNetwit et al., this voluine I and fsrames, is relatively recent 1:1//der-
son et id., lo8 V ;Whisky, 1075: Rosh and Lloyd. 1978: RunwIltart and
Norman, 106: Rumelltart and Ortony, 1977: Schankand ..lbolson, 19771:
There is a wide variety of possible implementations of this general idea;
however, only a few characteristics of schemas are important for our pur-
poses.' Schemas have slots of variables into which incoming data can fit. if
enough slots are filled in a particular schema, it becomes active. As with
production rules, this is often referred to as stimulus-driven or bottom-up
processing. Once a schema is active. it can cause top-down processing of
incoming information. Unfilled slots guide attention to relevant data,
while fi3tual information present in the schema can fill in gaps or even
override inconsistent data. Although it is not necessary to specify how air
individual schema is organized in order to understand how they work, it is
important to note that schemas can he hierarchically organized. Iwo or
:more related schemas can be joined together into one higher level schema,
and an existing schema, as it becomes more complex through learning,
might develop subschemas.

To illustrate how schemas might operate, consider a child learning°
about a new dinosaur from a picture card. If the picture were mixed in
with a group of other kinds of animals, visual features of the animal would
have to fit into slots in the dinosaur schema in order to activate it; the child
would have to recognize it as a .dinosaur. On the other hand, if he or she
knows initially what the general subject is, the dinosaur schema is already
activated. in that case, the slots in this schema guide attention to various
features of the picture which previous experience and learning,,have showri
to be important. Thus, the child may look to see if it walks on two or four
feet, if it has lots of sharp teeth or nett, if it has a long or short neck; if it has
some kind of armor and so on. Once the schema is filled in with this infor-
mation, a copy of it (perhaps only partial) can be placed in long-term
memory to create a specific trace of the dinosaur and its characteristics.

If the child has learned enough to discriminate different categories of :
dinosaurs, the overall schema may contain a set of subschemas which rep-
resent them. Thus, an upright dinosaur with a short neck and sharp teeth.
could fit the ferocious meat-eater schema, allowing the child to infer that it
is in fact a meat- eater. This inference will enable the newly learned dinO-
saur to be lin&ed,with other examples front the same subschema., When a
schema is active, if a piece of information (such as whether it has sharp
teeth) is not provided, then facts stored in the schema can be used. Thus, if
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the teeth are not visible, but enough other information is present to acti-
vate the meat-eater schema, sharp teeth will he inferred. This is generally
referred to as a default vidue.

Because schemas organize units of knowledge, they are at a higher
conceptual level than production rules or networks. This level is'a very
useful one for many purposes because the explicit specification of individ-
ual pieces of knowledge and their interrelationships is difficult, in many
cases impossible and, in many cases, such detail is simply not necessary, lt'
a detailed specification of the structure and contents of schemas is needed,
they can be implemented using either production rules or a network or a
combination of both. For instance, a set of nodes in a network that is:very
tightly interrelated via multiple links [Chi and tioeske, 1983[ can be a sche-
ma, Also, a group of production rules with the same goal element can be
viewed as a schema, with the variables in the conditions of the rules repre-
senting the slots. The next two sections give some more examples of how
schemas have'been implemented,

Processes of Learning in ACT
The ACT system [Anderson, 19761 is designed to provide an, explicit,

division-between procedural and declarative knowledge. For this reason, it
contains, both production rules to represent procedures and a node-link

-network to represent factual knowledge. As in many network 'models,
only part of the network is accessible, active, at any one time. A small area
which is the most active represents short-term memory and is what is ac-
cessed by the condition sides of the rules. The activation spreads via the .

links over time in order to capture the free-associative nature of memory;
and one type of learning is the strengthening of links which allows activa-
tion to flow more readily.

Although ACT is not explicitly a schema model: it is possible to build
schemas into it in various ways. For instance, Anderson et al. [19811 give
two examples of passible kinds. The first is ;declarative schema which is
simply an area of the network containing an organized body of factual
knowledge, In fact, it is difficult to imagine how a network' of knowledge
could exist without identifiable schemas of this type. In this case, general
production rules can access and use the schepas. Depending upon the
current contents of short -term memory, the same productions oan access
different schemas, and the same schema can be-used in different ways by
different ruldV, to solve a Problem by working forwdrd or backward, for
instance. We should note that this Organization is the one we currently
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In Offer in our own modelling attempts ICIti and koesl,e, 19831. The Necond
type of schema makes the connection between declarative and procedural
knowledge more explicit.,In this case, each schema has its own Ache/mitt:
MA; productions associated with it The purpose of these productions is to
determine if incoming stimuli fit into the slots and, if so, to aooivate the
schemil Thus, while schemas might be modelled using the variables of
production rule conditions as slots, the slots in this model are nodes with
which the productions link the appropriate incoming stimuli. Once a par-
ticular schema is active, its procedura/ attahments' specify procedures
which can act on the items in the slots. These attachments are themselves
specified very much like the main schema and might he thought of as sub-
schemas. They specify the actual set of production rules to he used to carry
out the procedure.,

Acquisition of Declarative Iaawledge, The accumulation) of declara-
tive' knowledge must he assumed to he a fundamental learning process
available to humans of all ages. Indeed. Anderson 119811 makes a strong
case that this Must he the first stage of all learning. }fence, production
rules should exist which enable the system to store new declarative knowl-
edge in the network. Neves and Anderson 119811 refer to this process as de-
clarative encoding. Modification of the declarlitive knowledge: once it ex-
ists; can he accomplished in ACT by production rules which explicitly
change certain structures. In fact, as we pointed out earlier, many actions
of the productions constitute modifications of the declarative knowledge
structure.

Acquisition of Procedural Knowledge. In ACT. procedural knowledge
is acquired, after practice, 'through tiul conversion of declaratiVe knowl-
edge. Anderson 119811 refers to this transformation as knmviedxe compila-
tion which consists of two components: proceduralization- and composi-
tion. It begins with the specific knowledge necessary to perform a skill in
ileclarative form in memory.(or perhaps still in an external medium such as
a textbook). General interpretive productions, productions which contain
mostly general variables in their conditions, must be used to access thc de-
clarative knowledge. For example, suppose a student is learning geome--
try. He or she may know declaratively that in order to prove two triangles
congruent, the side-angle-side (SAS)' postulate is useful. This might simply
be an isolated fact represented by some nodes tind links or, if the student is
a little further along, it might he a part of the declarative schema for SAS.
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such a problem is presented, there is, in active memo' y, along with
various features of the problem, the very general goal of finding way to
solve it In order to proceed. interpretive productions must hint ill deClara,
tiVe memory knowledge. which has associated with it the inlormation that
it can achieve this goal. Mien this step is complete, the problem solver has
in ictive memory the goal 10 ;11'1'1Y die S.A, postulate, Again, general pro
dtietions must search declarative memoi!,, to had information, this time
ahourhow to apply SAS. Flus cycle continues until the problem is solved.
it is Very slow )11 must he searched out,because intormati,
brought into and kept in active memory at every step oldie way. At times,
active memory must he rehearsed to keep important information from de-
caying before it can he Used and, at other times, the solution path iticinp-
led May overload active memory and cause important information to be
lost. In addition, because' very general productions are being used, they
rinly at (lines retrieve declarative knowledge which seems to lie uselid but
which, in fact, leads down blind alleys, necessitating backtracking,

Once the student has had some practice using the SAS postulate,
copies of the general interpretive productions can he created with specific
knowledge of the SAS postulate embedded in them, lssentially, this pro-
cedltrall:alion is done by replacing variables (in both the condition and ac-
tion sides) With the items from declarative memory to which they have
been matching. For instance. the student might attain a new production
winch says: if you want to prove two triangles Congruent. thefirtr-usS-AS.
One cycle of searching declarative memory and bringing items into short -.
term memory is thereby eliminated. making the process faster and more

Production rules which 'already exist in memory can be modified by
coingositimi. Productions which have been applying in the smile sequence
whenever a skill is performed are collapsed into fewer. more powerful
ones. essentially by concatenating conditions and actions of the individual
oles. Thu productions involved might he the general interpretive produc-

tions as well as the proceduralized productions.' Composition obviously re-
sults from practice, and it manifests the properties inherent in practice.
I-11-st, once productions arc concatenated, fewer are now needed to ac-
complish the same thing. Thus, the process happens faster and there is less
chance of a 'wrong' rule getting into the sequence. Also, since fewer ac-
cxxses of working memory are needed, there is less ehanc' of forgetting
elements rrqd there is more short-term .memory capacity available, allow-
ing O nther features of the situation to he noticed which might lead to further
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Generalization can occur by replacing the condition 'a string of digits' by
the variable 'a string of items'. Specialization works in reverse: general
variables are replaced with more specific items. The net result of all of
these processes for our geometry student might be to create a rule whose
condition side is specific to just those triangle congruence pri 1 1).).enis with

features suitable for SAS. Thus, the'student may be able to recognize how
to do such problems without any apparent conscious effort.

Processes of Learning in ASN
Unlike ACT. ASN uses only a node -link network to represent all

knowledge. This network is organized into sehemas with the characteris-
tics we noted earlier, slots and a hierarchical structure. Rumelhart and
Norman 11976] propose that these Ndlenati allow one to organize, exparid,
understand and store inputs, as in our dinosaur example. Similarly they al-
low one to interpret memories when thev.are recalled. They also can con-
trol actions. IRumelhart and Norman. 19821.

The unitary representation allows the same know** to be both pro-
cedural and declarative at the same time. Thus, a dinosaur schema may
consist of the node 'dinostiur' linked to the node 'ferocious meat- eater',
with links from this node to:upright'. 'lots of sharp teeth' and 'short neck'.
This structure. which is probably part of a more general dinosaur schema.
could he accessed as declarative knowledge. On the other hand, this same
structure can represent a set of instructions for determining if a dirtcpur is
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Summary of Leatfun,i; Med:alums\
There are many similarities 111 the learning mechanisms proposed for

these two models. An accumulation of declarative knowledge OccUrN in
1)001, as well as complex learning ins olving relining and restructuring of
knowledge. Existing knowledge can he tuned. either through specialim-
(1011 or generalisation, and new structures can he built from9Id.eithet
through generation of analogous structures. or through the combination
and concatenation of old ones. This particular set of mechanisms of learn-
ing is not novel. Flut.e// 11971 described many of these iileas, and so did
Gagm [1(4)81. and more recentl. Focher 119801. The uniqueness of the
Iwo models that we have discussed derives boot the specificity with which
the,ir mechanisms are described, Our hypothesis for the time firing is that
either one of these models is perfectly adequate to simulate develoiwnent.
In fact, it may well he useful to combine ideas from both of them. Schemas
are very useful for describing general units of behavior, like the sets in
iNcher's 11980I theory. and they can, in turn. he described as groups of

production rules when a more specific analysis of structure is needed.
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Interpretatios from a Learning Framework

One of the difficulties in modelling development or any other impor-
tan vpsychological change, such as.the acquisition of expertise, is that there
is an incredible amount of experience, and knowledge involved in the
change. Thus, a 'true developmental learning model, one which has the
ability to acquire adult intelligence, is improbable if not impossible. How-
ever, if the same small set of processes is at work regardless of the domain
or stage of development, a basic understanding is possible. Keil[1981] has
pointed out' that some set of:cognitive constraints, constraints inherent in
learning processes rather than in the knowledge to be learned, seems to be
necessary in order 'to explain the efficiency with which we learn. How
would children learn rules for generating language, for instance, if any
possible generalization of What they hear is equally possible? Perhaps 'a
small set of learning processes, such as those we have described, operating
on a basic set of knowledge structures,"provides These constraints. These
processes will build up structures which are immensely complex, but which
are based on a few principles.

If this is true, then models of limited domains and limited changes can
illuminate the wider `Course of development. Smaller domains of increas-
ing competence have been modelled successfully by changes in the knowl-
edge structures available to the child. We have previously mentioned the
success of the rule assessment method [Siegler, 1981], for. instance. As
another example; Riley et al. [in press] have modelled. the knowledge re-
quired to perfoim various kinds of simple algebra word problems. They
identified schemes which guide the representation.of three basic problem
types: change, compare and combine. Riley et al. [in press] were able to
explain the performance of each child by showing that older children tend
to have more accurate and complete versions of each schema. Although
their model and the rule assessment models cannot explain how these dif-
ferent conceptual structures are acquired, it is clear that the components
of the learning mechanisms proposed in the ASN and ACT models can
eventually accommodate these transitions. With these thought in mind':
we can now consider how a learning theory can explain the phenomen'a we
described in the first section, as well as some others.

Stages and Decalage
One interesting consequence of a general learning model is that stages

and _decalage are really manifestations of a few underlying assumptions,
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but at different levels. In general, we assume: (I) only a small amount of
new knowledge can be learned at any one time; (2) this new knowledge
must be interpreted by and stored in existing knowledge structures; (3)
new structures, when they are needed r: e created from old ones, and (4)
knowledge tends to be specific to the context in which it was learned.

Thus, when a child is learning a new skill, certain prerequisite knowl-
edge and knowledge structures must already exist. If they do 'not, they
must be learned first. Forinstance, Siegler [1981] showed that for a child to
progress from a balance scale rule involving only weight to one involving
distance as well, it is necessary for the child to learn to encode- distance
first, before using it in a rule. This idea was essentially proposed by Gagne
[1968]. Specifically, he theorized that learning is necessarily hierarchical in
nature; that in order to learn a concept such as conservation of liquid, a
series of component pieces of knowledge must be learned first. These
components may be procedural rules or declarative concepts, and each
one, in gum, requires the existence .of other subsidiary pieces of knowl-
edge. For example, in order for conservation of liquid to be mastered, he
proposed that a rule stating that the volume of liquid is determined jointly
by its length, width and height (in a rectangular container) is necessary.
He further proposed that a necessary preliminary to learning this rule is to
learn three rules stating that if one dimension is held constant, changing
one other dimension results in.a compensatory change in he remaining
one. The actual rules he proposed may not be correct; however, his pro-
posal shows graphically how the content of the knowledge itself and the
limits on how much can be lea.rned at any one time create a stage-like
learning sequence. This view is rather similar to Fischer's [1980] notion of
irdercoordination of sets and Rumelhart and Norman's [1976] schema in-
duction in which a new schema is:created from two or morolder ones, as
well as to Flavell's [1972] hierarchical integratioh. It can also be related to
composition in Anderson's [1981] terms. The ,component rules would be
learned individually and used separately at first, until, with practice they
were 'added up' to fOr--mthe conservation_ rule. Thus, stages may result
from the interaction of constraints inherent in the knowledge being
learned and in how knowledge is acquired and structured.

To understand decalage, it is necessary to assume that when conserva-
tion of X is learned, what is learned is a knowledge structure specific to X,
not a general concept. That is not to sayThat th,dre might not be a general
concept of conservation which can be learned; however, such a concept
very complex due to the number of things which are conserved and the
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number of transformations under which they are conserved.' Some decal-
age may result because each new task really requires a more complex
knowledge structure. For instance, conservati n of weight can not he mas-
tered, if conservation of substance has not alr been mastered, and the
weight structure may be built up from the substance structure. Other kinds
of decalage may result because subsidiary knowledge can not be mastered.
Conservation of volume is typically not mastered until age 10 or 1 Land it
obviously cannot be mastered if the concept of volume itself is not under-
stood. A study of volume alone might well show a sec; . e of preliminary
knowledge states, taking some years to,master, very ,,milar to,other se-
quences which have been noted.

Since learning is a process shared by adults, phenomena analogous to
stages and decalage should be observable at all ages. We have already not-
ed that there are observations in the adult literature which are analogous
to decalage, such as lack of transfei on problem isomorphs." Since we see
stages as simply a necessary step-by-step learning process, they too are evi-
dent in adults. An adult can no more learn a piece of knowledge without
its prerequiSites than can a child., However, an adult knowledge base is far
more elaborate, and the kinds of new concepts and skills adults acquire are
more complex than the simple sort of tasks Piaget pioneered. Thus, pin-
pointing the knowledge required to learn an adult skill is far more difficult
and so is determining whether an adult has some or all of that knowledge.
Also, for a more complex skill, there are undoubtedly many more possible
sequences of knowledge states leading to the same result, making determi-
nation of the existence of any such sequencesall the more difficult. In fact,
a number oftanthors have pointed out that multiple pathways are probably
available to developing children as well [Fischer, 1980; Longitot, cited in
Vyyk, 1981]. Thus, when considering the invariant sequences thought to
be characteristic of development it is important to remember that the in-
variance may be on -a more abstract level than that of the actual chain of
knowledge states. The constraints inherent in knowledge and the charac-
teristics of learning may only limit development to a series of possible se-
quences, not a-single invariant one.

Levels of Understanding
..An interesting finding, related to stages and decalage, is that of levels

of understanding. Piaget noted that once a child has acquired a particular
principle, a rapid broadening of understanding of related phenomena
takes place. As Fischer [1980, p. 4851 put it, As a child moves into a new
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level, he or she will show rapid change, but once the !eve] has been at-
tained, he or she will show slower change'. There are a number of factors
which can be seen from a learning perspective to produce this sort of ef-
fect. Although we have noted that knowledge is specific to the context in
which it is learned, that is not to say that it is absolutely specific. When a
child learns conservation of substance, for instance, it is unlikely that what
is learned is a piece of knoWledge that relates only to a specific piece of
clay deformq in a certain way by a certain person, etc. Although this
knowledge is not so general that it represents an abstract understanding of
'conservation', it must have some generality or it would never apply after
the first time it was learned. The schema slot orproduction rule condition
element which matches the deformed substance, for instance, should at
least cover all kinds of clay and probably more substances that are similar
to clay. By the same token, there are many elements of the situation, such
as the time of day and the particular location, which should not be incor-
porated into the knowledge structure at all. How all this happens is not
clear; however, there is evidence that children naturally tend to generalize
their experiences [Nelson et al., this volume]. At any rate, newly acquired
skills and knowledge are automatically ready to be used in situations which
are somehow similar to the one in which they were learned, thus, a rapid
broadening of understanding can proceed from the acquisition of one new
structure. ,/

The phenomenon of rapid change can also occur when new structures
are created from old ones. F-or instance, in ACT, if two productions are
found to be potentially applicable in'a certain situation and they have
enough in common in terms ofthe structures of their conditions and ac-
tions, a new generalization of the two can be produced. Of c4rse, if this
new production captured only what was in the previous two and nothing
more. it would produce identical behavior. This is not the case, however, ti
because specific elements in the two productions are converted to more
general ones in the new production. Two different constants might he re-
placed by a variable;-two different variables might be replaced by a,More
general variable. Thus, the new production has a wider applicabil4 than
the two on which it is based, and although it may well need to he refilled
through discrimination.to finally achieve the prOper scope, it has the po-
tential for allowing wider understanding. Schemas can also be generalized
by widening the scope of individual slots. In addition, new schemas, based
on old ones, can be created through patterned generation. When no sche-
ma can be found which successfully applies t6 a given situation, a new one
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is created' based upon one that partially fits. It is important, of course. that
a schema exists which does partially fit. Another way of saying this is that
the new situation is analogous to a familiar one

Hence. once a new structure is famed, it allows a new level of under-
standing into many related problems. This happens both because the new
structure i tsel f has some generality built in and because a given structure can
spawn many new related ones through various processes, which might he
summed up as learning by analogy. At first, there is a relatively large area L)f
related .problems and situations to which the new structure or analog( us/
ones can apply and there is a rapid burst of new understanding; however t, as
the area remaining is quickly reduced, the process slows down.

Although we propose that new levels of understanding result from
le. rning, we.5hould emphasize, that this does not mean that they cannot
a pear abrifptly. It may require months Or years to accumulate enough
ew facts and subsidiary structures to allow. the creation of an important
ew structure, but once all of that is available, the proper situational de-

mands can cause it to be built very rapidly. For instance; Norman [1978]
has proposed that sudden insight, the 'aha' phenomenon, occurs due to re-
structuring of existing knowledge. He points out that there need be no ad-

/ dition of knowledge at all during this process and it might occur due to the
demands of a particular situation, as in a Socratic tutorial. A similar pro-
cess seems to take place in the development of knowledge in general, such
as scientific knovdge. For instance, it took 100 years from the time that
the Academy of EXperiments in Florence discovered that freezing and
boiling take place instantaneously at a certain 'degree of heat' until Black
was able to differentiae heat from temperature [Carey, in press]. During
this time, the discovery o Jmany facts about heat and temperature set the
stage for Black's realization.

Memory Deficits
There are two basic ways in which learning can affect memory perfor-

mance: the acquisition of memory strategies and the acquisition of new
knowledge per se. There is considerable evidence that both of these effects
are important. In the case of strategies, the most commonly used example
is rehearsal of items in short-term memory. Young children may not use it
at all, while somewhat older ones may use it idiosyncratically or only in
certain situations. Numerous efforts have been made to teach reheaisal
and, indeed, it can be-taught, although a common finding is that subjects
will still not use it spontaneously. The important point, however, is that
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this strategy and, no doubt others, can be learned and will improve memo-
ry performance. There is evidence that failure to use it spontaneously may
be the result of the unavailability of necessary content knowledge [Chi, in
press, a].

The effect of content knowledge on memory has already been noted.
We have shown that it is possible to reverse adult and child memory per-
formance if the material to be recalled is familiar to the child and unfamil-
iar to the adult [Chi, 1978]. As an extreme example, consider the task of
remembering a series of words containing one which is Completely unfa-
miliar. In the case of his word, only in constituent sounds are familiar.
Thus, while the other words might each activate one node representing the
internal concept for which. that word stands, the unfamiliar one activates a
series of nodes representing its constituent sounds, thereby occupying sev-
eral slots in short-term memory. More generally, the more familiar mate-
rial is, the greater is the number of links between concept nodes and the
more likely it is that several items can be grouped under one node. Each
group of items can be called a declarative schema or a chunk [Simon,
1974]. Chase and Simon [1973a, b], for instance, found that chess masters
can remember fairly complicated chess positions very accurately with only
a 5-second exposure because they group the pieces into a few chunks.
Only the nodes representing the chunks need to be in short-term memory
and when the individual pieces are to be recalled, each chunk can be re-
trieved from long-term memory and unpacked. In addition, the greater
number of links to a node resulting from greater familiarity might simply
make access to that node easier and faster [Chi, 1976], so that more items
can be rehearsed or retrieved in the same amount of time.. Thus, the con-
tents and structure of declarative memory have a very strong impact on
short-term memory ability.

An outstanding example of the effects of both knowledge and strate-
gies on memory skills is Chase and Ericsson's [1981] 'subject S.F. He was
able to learn, through heroic amounts of practice, to recall as many as
about 80 random digits, presented verbally at one per second. Chase and
Ericsson [1981] have shown convincingly' that his performance was due to
three basic components: (1) a large store of factual knowledge related to
numbers, (2) a retrieval structure in long-term memory, and (3) very high
ly refined encoding andretrieval strategies. The factual knowledge base he
used was basically an extensive knowledge of times for various track
events of different lenghts. He used 11 different, distances from half-mile
to marathon and several categories of times for each, such as world re-
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cords and his own bests. He tle-veloped a highly skillful procedure. to group
the incoming digits and relate them to this knowledge base. For instance,
356 might be encoded as his old coacb's pest time for the mile (3:56).

This idea is not as simple as it may seem, however, because of the rap-
. .

id ss rvential presentation of the digits. At first, he had to collect a series
of digits and decide how to group the`rn and what kind of running time to
relate them to. Such conscious deciSionS'require short-term memory space
and take time to complete and, so, interfere with subsequent digits. As
time progressed, he developed a highly automatic discrimination proce-
dure which operated on each digit asli came in, successively narrowing
'down the number of possibilities. He also developed a ,retrieval structure,
which Chase and Ericsson 119811 characterize as a directly addtessable
hierarchical long-term memory structure, rather like a schema. It specified

how the digits were to he grouped before presentation began, eliminating

any need for concurrent grouping decisions, provided a structure into
which the numbers could be stored directly without having to use short-

term memory and provided the means, for ordering the groups upon re-
trieval. Thus, each group of digits was linked to a semantic structure repre-
senting the running-:time mnemonic as well as to the retrieval structure
through the use of highly specialized and efficient memory procedures.
Not only did this structure enable SF to recall as many as 80 digits in one
trial, he was also able to recall nearly all of the digit groups from an entire

1-hour session by accessing,them through his I I running-time categories.
Although this is a highly specialized example, it indicates very clearly how

important knowledge, knowledge structures and procedural skills are in
simple memory tasks, such as a span task.

Learning to Learn
The impoitance of the products of learning in memorization skills

brings .up.'a broader question:. Are there fundamehtal invariant learning

processes or can these processes themeselves undergo changes? Although,

S.F. 'learned to learn' strings of digits, there is no reason to believe that his

more fundamenttil processes, such as generalization and discrimination,
underwent any changes. However, in systems such as ACT and ASN,

since the karning processes themselves can be represented as rules or

schemas; they can thereby he accessible to each other. Thus, as Linigley

and Simon 119811 point out, a discrimination rule might act upon a gener-
aliztition,rule to produce a new rule which makes more accurate.generali-
zations, perhap's because it is specific to a particular domain. A large sup-
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ply of new versions of learning rules could be created which would be bet-
ter suited to current learning demands upon the developing child or adult
and which would make learning faster andcmore efficient.

This proposal is clearly speculative and such changes may be nearly
impossible to detect and/or unnecessary because changes in strategies and
knowledge can ha,ve a profound impabt on learning. Note that we are mak-
ing a distinction between basic learning processes (such as generalization
Or composition) and learning strategies (such as elaboration or rehearsal).
For instance, elaboration, analyzing incoming information in terms of.ex-
isting knowledge, can he a conscious learning strategy. Although many do
it automatically, and it is partially dependent upon the associative nature
of memory, there is no reason it could not be taught and learned and im-
proved through practice. Further, the contents and structure of the knowl-
edge base determine how sucessfully particular information can be elabo-
rated. To continue with our example from a previous section, a child who
is just starting to learn about dinosaurs might only have one schema for en-
coding dinosaurs. For this novice child, learning about a meat-eating dino-
saur with sharp teeth and a short neck probably requires the' storage of the
particular dinosaur name along with all this property information. For the
expert child, however, who has many subschemas of different types of di-
nosaurs, the dinosaur's characteristics fit immediately into the slots of the
meat-eater schema. The information that it is a meat eater is simply re-
dundant confirmation that the right schema has been activated. This sche-
ma gives immediate access to examples of other meat-eaters, and the child
can compare them with the new example in order to determine its discrim-
inating characteristics and encode them: This example serves to point out
how the declarative encoding process can vary as a function of existing
knowledge structure. In this situation, because the expert child need not
encode the basic features common to the meat-eater schema and has rapid
access to other specific examples, a more sophisticated learning strategy
may be employed. The novice child may also be able to compare examples
and seek discriminating features but, in this case, the knowledge base does
not allow it.

Thus, in a sense, learning to learn is definitely possible. However, it
need not be basic learning processes that are learned or improved, but
higher level strategies, and even in cases where similar strategies are avail-
able, the interaction of these strategies with the knowledge baste is very im-
portant. A more complete knowledge base may allow more efficient learn-
ing without any differences at all in learning strategies and processes.
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